The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is brokering international access agreements to expand its security footprint abroad, create avenues for overseas military activities, and extend the reach of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and associated paramilitary elements, such as the People’s Armed Police (PAP). Reports of Chinese efforts to secure military access or basing agreements have mentioned Cambodia, Equatorial Guinea, Nambia, the Solomon Islands, the United Arab Emirates, and Vanuatu, among others.\(^1\) The PRC’s successful agreements, such as those with Cambodia, would add to its military facilities abroad, which include a military logistics base in Djibouti and a small paramilitary outpost in Tajikistan.\(^2\)

Overseas military bases have obvious utility for Chinese armed forces in peacetime; for example, the bases host specialized facilities that can sustain and maintain PLA forces conducting nontraditional security operations in distant theaters. The bases’ utility in wartime, however, is less clear. This report seeks to enhance public understanding and discussion of Chinese overseas basing by exploring Chinese
military thinking on the wartime missions that these facilities could serve.

This analysis is based on a review of open-source Chinese-language primary source articles by Chinese military-affiliated researchers. The researchers include professional PLA scholars, such as those employed by the Academy of Military Science (AMS) or the PLA’s service academies. These scholars’ research output does not comprise authoritative PLA doctrine, but their work represents many of the contemporary perspectives and debates that inform doctrine, and it can reflect PLA planning and thus provide insight into potential PLA intent. After a wide-ranging survey of the publicly available academic literature produced by PLA researchers, we identified more than 40 articles addressing wartime missions from overseas bases; here, we discuss insights drawn from this literature.

This report begins with a review of existing foreign research on PLA overseas bases. Second, we discuss Chinese military strategy and the PLA’s overseas missions in general. Third, we explore PLA thinking about how to use overseas bases in a war, including key missions that the PLA would expect to conduct from overseas bases in a conflict. This section also discusses how PLA researchers assess their progress toward developing needed capabilities to execute those prospective missions and the practical challenges they will face. Because the PLA’s capabilities for overseas operations are covered elsewhere, we focus here on PLA intent based on information from publicly available sources. Fourth, we consider how the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and broader analytic community can monitor the threat of Chinese overseas basing moving forward. We conclude with a brief discussion of the potential risks that PLA overseas bases might pose to U.S. military interests through 2030.

The following key findings arise from this review:

- Chinese military writings suggest the PLA has neither the intent nor capability to use overseas Chinese military bases to launch preemptive attacks or other offensive operations on U.S. forces or interests during a future U.S.-China conflict through at least 2030. PLA overseas bases may be able to support such operations as noncombatant evacuation operations (NEOs) or sea lane patrols, as well as nonkinetic missions, such as intelligence-gathering on U.S. forces and activities in the region.
- PLA researchers appear to consider sea line of communication (SLOC) protection to be the PLA’s primary kinetic mission for overseas bases through 2030. Despite the PLA’s myriad self-assessed vulnerabilities at its prospective overseas bases, PLA academic discourse repeatedly emphasizes these bases’ roles in securing overseas sea lanes, including with kinetic operations. If the United States implements a distant blockade against China during a future U.S.-China conflict, then Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders may consider ordering overseas PLA forces to contest this blockade. Thus, the United States should not assume that it can implement a distant blockade unopposed.
- The PLA’s wartime mission set involving overseas bases remains poorly specified in public PLA research. Existing PLA literature focuses heavily on prepositioning resources for an array of potential missions and building resilience to ensure that those resources can be mobilized in a conflict.
While these prepositioned resources may be used by forward-deployed forces already at these bases, the PLA is also in the process of building an expeditionary force that could be deployed in conflict, although its capability and capacity to sustain overseas operations are likely to be limited through at least 2030.

- While PLA overseas basing remains an important issue to monitor, PLA academic discourse includes significant concerns about the viability of overseas bases for conducting higher-end combat operations against the United States. These perceptions suggest that PLA overseas bases are unlikely to manifest into a significant wartime threat to U.S. forces and interests through at least 2030.
- PLA researchers appear to support a comprehensive military-civilian logistics system that makes mobilized civilian assets active participants in a future war enabled by overseas bases. This system entails the mobilization of civilian information networks and resources—as well as the vessels and manpower to transport them—in crisis or conflict. Notably, PLA researchers appear to distinguish between civilian facilities and mobilized civilian assets. PLA researchers repeatedly describe the role of mobilized civilians for supporting overseas bases, but the reviewed literature does not discuss waging a war from civilian ports.
- Key indications and warning of a PLA shift toward conducting offensive operations from overseas bases would likely include both political developments, such as decreased military tension in the Taiwan Strait, and military developments, such as larger or longer overseas deployments of such combat platforms as the Type 055 Renhai cruiser. Other indicators may include deployments that mitigate the PLA’s self-identified vulnerabilities. For example, deploying air and missile defense systems would cover a key wartime vulnerability for PLA overseas facilities.

**Literature Review**

Foreign analysis of PLA plans for overseas bases and how they might be used in wartime is limited. Much of the existing foreign research focuses on the PLA base at Djibouti, PLA access to commercial facilities for power projection, or some combination of the two. The dominant view is that the PLA employs a dual-use logistics facility model of overseas basing that emphasizes repair and resupply services to support nontraditional security operations, PLA academic discourse includes significant concerns about the viability of overseas bases for conducting higher-end combat operations against the United States.
such as escorting and peacekeeping. Additional research focuses on PRC commercial investments in foreign ports to advance PLA power projection in peacetime. A third line of research looks forward to the evolution of PLA expeditionary capabilities and the countries that PLA researchers might consider most promising for hosting an overseas base given potential host country benefits and risk factors. Foreign experts largely agree on the sharp limits of commercial facilities in wartime, which house commercial interests that constitute an exploitable wartime vulnerability while providing at best limited support for combat operations.

All of this foreign research, however, lacks a comprehensive review of what the Chinese military itself is thinking about potential wartime missions for these overseas bases.

DoD publicly describes the PRC government as actively working to expand its overseas basing network, which poses unspecified challenges to U.S. military operations. In 2023, DoD’s annual report to Congress on PRC military power stated that “a global PLA military logistics network could disrupt U.S. military operations as the PRC’s global military objectives evolve.” In 2020, then-Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for China Chad Sbragia assessed that “it is not a matter of whether the PLA intends to establish another military base overseas, but when and how they plan to do it” as part of “a military modernization program that seeks Indo-Pacific regional hegemony in the near-term and . . . global preeminence in the future.”

Successive commanders of U.S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) have similarly testified to Congress that the PRC is actively seeking a PLA base in Africa. In March 2022, the AFRICOM Commander testified that

By 2030, Chinese military facilities and technical collection sites in Africa will allow Beijing to project power eastward into the Middle East and Indo-Pacific Theaters and west into the Atlantic. A permanent Chinese naval presence in West Africa would almost certainly require the Department to consider shifts to U.S. naval force posture and pose increased risk to freedom of navigation and U.S. ability to act.

PRC officials and documents do not discuss plans for wartime operations from overseas bases but instead claim that the PRC is pursuing a broader network of what they call “overseas logistical facilities” for peacetime missions. The PRC’s 2019 defense white paper notes that the PRC will “develop far seas forces, build overseas logistical facilities, and enhance capabilities to carry out a diversity of military missions” to address existing deficiencies in PLA expeditionary capabilities. As will be discussed in more detail in the following sections, these missions include peacetime operations, such as humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HA/DR); crisis operations, such as NEOs; and wartime operations, such as securing maritime trade routes or protecting garrisons on disputed territory; for example, islands in the South China Sea.

The 2019 defense white paper also makes clear that as the PRC seeks overseas bases, it is attempting to portray itself as a more powerful—but benign or even benevolent—overseas actor. It argues that its military development meets the PRC’s “rightful security needs” while “contributing to the growth of the world’s peaceful forces.” PRC Ministry of National Defense spokespeople generally avoid associating overseas PLA bases with warfighting scenarios. In December 2019, Senior Colonel Wu Qian asserted that the PLA base in Djibouti serves only to enable escort and humanitarian assistance missions. In April 2022, Senior Colonel Tan Kefei listed improvements in PLA warfighting
capabilities and operations involving Djibouti as separate accomplishments, although he characterized the latter as achieving “leapfrog development” and comprising a “comprehensive support link” for the PLA to conduct unspecified operations further from China’s shores. PRC state media articles go further, commonly describing overseas bases as critical for extending PLA Navy logistics support capabilities that enable combat operations in distant maritime theaters. Beijing has steadfastly avoided officially calling these locations military bases for ideological and diplomatic reasons.

The Role of Overseas Bases in Chinese Military Strategy

Overseas bases offer a wide variety of potential benefits to militaries with expeditionary forces, but they are the most useful for supporting persistent presence in a theater, rapid reactions to emerging crises, and large-scale combat operations. PRC economic interests around the globe have driven the PLA to develop more expeditionary capabilities to secure these interests, such as overseas investments and imports, energy trade, and commercial partnerships. The PLA’s development of expeditionary capabilities also has other drivers, including Beijing’s ambitions to shape the global security environment in favor of PRC interests and growing Chinese domestic expectations for the PLA to be a global military that is able to protect Chinese citizens when they are overseas.

Although no public, official, and comprehensive list of the PLA overseas mission set exists, open-source PLA discussions of its overseas missions focus primarily on peacetime. The 2020 edition of the PLA National Defense University’s (NDU) Science of Military Strategy textbook lists the PLA’s primary overseas activities as international peacekeeping, international rescue, maritime escort, overseas NEO, international joint exercises, strategic cruising (presence operations), blue-water exercises, military assistance, port calls, and counterterrorism. Other PRC documents, such as prior defense white papers and discussions of the PLA’s New Historic Missions, describe a need to secure Chinese overseas interests, particularly in the space, cyber, and maritime domains, and to ensure world peace by developing the capability to deter, contain, and win wars, including in distant theaters.

The 2019 defense white paper describes a fuller—though still high-level—mission set. The following list

PRC economic interests around the globe have driven the PLA to develop more expeditionary capabilities to secure these interests, such as overseas investments and imports, energy trade, and commercial partnerships.
shows how the defense white paper describes the PLA’s missions and operations that either primarily involve overseas activities or can be conducted as either a regional or overseas operations:24

1. safeguarding national territorial sovereignty and maritime rights and interests
   a. secure maritime rights in the waters, islands, and reefs in the East China Sea, South China Sea, and Yellow Sea by conducting law enforcement operations and responding to security threats25
   b. maintain maritime domain awareness in adjacent waters
2. safeguarding interests in major security fields
   a. ensure security in the nuclear, outer space, and cyberspace domains
3. countering terrorism and maintaining stability
   a. PAP forces: counterterrorism, HA/DR, maritime rights protection, and law enforcement
   b. PLA forces: counterterrorism; nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons detection; HA/DR; and transportation support
4. protecting China’s overseas interests
   a. maritime escort, SLOC protection, overseas NEOs, and overseas maritime rights protection.

Guiding Principle: Expand the Battle Space

Contemporary PLA research on overseas bases is informed by a foundational drive to build strategic depth and push the theater of a potential conflict further from China. Textbooks for PLA officers published by the AMS, the PLA’s top research institution reporting directly to the CCP Central Military Commission, repeatedly emphasize strategic depth as a foundation for securing the Chinese mainland, including when establishing a war’s primary direction and objectives.26 The 2013 AMS Science of Military Strategy further develops this concept by specifying two functional uses for strategic depth: establishing “forward defense” and securing “strategic space.”27 Forward defense in this context refers to extending a potential battle space by developing the capabilities for long-range strike and joint operations in distant theaters, which the AMS authors argue is needed to manage perceived risks from the United States’ power projection capabilities.28 The 2013 textbook specifically describes forward deployments as needed to “cope with the strategic opponent’s threat of AirSea Battle,” a direct reference to a popular U.S. operational concept at the time.29 Strategic space refers to the buffer zone, secured by a distant front line, in which the PRC can secure its borders and regional interests.30 The AMS authors describe creating strategic space by radiating power from continental China throughout the Indo-Pacific region.31

Recent PLA research on overseas bases describes the ability to project power and win potentially protracted wars in distant theaters as a vital but likely still-distant capability. PLA researchers note the “leading premise” of military construction in general is ensuring victory in war by providing strong supports that enable PLA combat effectiveness.32 Some PLA researchers describe the need to geographically extend such capabilities, arguing that building overseas support bases from which to radiate military force into key maritime areas is necessary to safeguard the rights and interests of the PRC, its enterprises, and its overseas citizens.33 Overseas bases might support defensive missions that secure China’s overseas interests during conflict; for example, by enabling HA/DR missions, NEOs, or sea lane
patrols. These discussions are not limited to short, sharp wars. Other PLA researchers assert that projecting power abroad is necessary but insufficient without the capability to sustain a secure position for an extended period in these distant theaters, suggesting a protracted conflict. This aligns with the 2013 AMS *Science of Military Strategy* that suggests that Beijing favors a quick war but must prepare for a protracted conflict.

**Types of PLA Overseas Facilities**

PLA media and researchers generally refer to their military basing outside China in one of three ways: (1) logistics support bases [保障基地], (2) strategic strongpoints [战略支点 or 战略支撑点], and (3) paramilitary compounds used by the PAP. Although the three appear aligned to varying requirements for different operations in a crisis or conflict, PLA writers use these terms inconsistently. Moreover, each of these references is a disingenuous label that softens the rhetorical edge of the CCP’s global military ambitions. Logistics support bases are the PLA’s rhetorical spin on military bases because China officially rejected that it would ever have military bases abroad right up until it established its base in Djibouti.

Much of the foreign analysis on PLA overseas basing confuses the term strategic strongpoints—which generally refers to the dual-use overseas basing model—for the broader universe of PLA overseas basing options.

As of early 2024, the PRC’s only official logistics support base is the PLA facility in Djibouti, which enables PLA persistent intelligence collection and a variety of operations, including counterpiracy, counterterrorism, NEO, and international peacekeeping. Despite its name, staff at the PLA base in Djibouti appear to be constructing facilities needed for a naval base rather than for a logistics support facility, notably by building a pier that is likely able to accommodate the PLA Navy’s large surface combatants, submarines, and aircraft carriers that are not well suited to counterpiracy operations. The base reportedly has storage facilities for fuel, weapons, and equipment as well. The PLA’s continued reference to Djibouti and its prospective future overseas bases as logistic support facilities and support bases instead of as a military base is likely euphemistic and intended to continue portraying the PLA as a benign power. This is also reflected in the PRC narrative that the PLA’s presence in Djibouti supports international peace and stability through participation in nontraditional secu-
However, PLA researchers themselves make plain in internally focused writings that these facilities can be, in practice, military bases. PLA researchers also refer to strategic strongpoints, which the 2013 AMS Science of Military Strategy describes as nodes in the Indo-Pacific region from which to provide support for overseas military activities or, alternatively, as forward bases for deploying forces overseas. The term strategic strongpoints generally refers to potential dual-use overseas facilities, including foreign commercial ports over which the PRC expects to exert some degree of control. A network of strategic strongpoints in the Indo-Pacific region is primarily useful for peacetime operations, enabling PLA Navy port calls, joint exercises, and antipiracy operations in distant theaters. In a great power war, however, a location’s utility will depend primarily on the assets there and the host country’s willingness to support PLA operations. The PLA will not be able to count on host country access to foreign commercial ports, which have limited capabilities to perform the repair and resupply missions needed to conduct combat operations, regardless of their Chinese designation as strategic strongpoints. Notably, the PLA has not demonstrated any capability to use PRC-controlled commercial ports to perform sophisticated maintenance or repairs. Even PLA Navy visits to these ports, characterized as “technical stops” in Chinese state media, demonstrate only resupply and shore visit functions, not sophisticated repairs.

The PRC has also established a PAP presence in Tajikistan, including guard outposts and a training facility. Although Chinese and Tajik officials deny the presence of any PRC facilities in Tajikistan, the PAP has reportedly maintained a presence patrolling Afghanistan’s Wakhan Corridor since approximately 2016. The base has enabled persistent PAP presence and unilateral PAP patrols along the China-Afghanistan-Tajikistan border, improving the ability of Chinese forces to monitor the border areas and facilitating the building of regional security partnerships. This represents a fundamentally different motivation and purpose for PRC security forces abroad—specifically, border security for domestic stability—so this report does not discuss this further.

Ultimately, the PRC taxonomy—how the PLA talks about and views its various overseas locations—is much less important than understanding the potential role and capability of each location, based on where it is and what is deployed there. The evolving nature of PLA and broader Chinese thinking about overseas basing makes it challenging to always simplify into this neat taxonomy. The operational purpose of a PLA facility in Cambodia is likely to be different than a future base in Equatorial Guinea, even if both might be officially called logistics support bases. Furthermore, some PLA researchers appear to use different terms with various connotations, suggesting that there is no
explicit, finalized PLA military theory for overseas basing and that internal consensus on what types of presence are desirable and where they should be is still evolving.

**The PLA's Emerging Expeditionary Mission Set**

PLA researchers have written extensively on the necessity of overseas bases for future operations, including for fighting a future war. While no individual journal article is an authoritative description of PLA policy, trends in open-source PLA research indicate key points of interest. A review of the broader PLA literature on overseas basing reveals (1) an emerging mission set that these bases would enable and (2) the existing challenges to developing the basing network and expeditionary force that PLA leaders aspire to field.

Although the PLA does not publish an official list of missions that it intends to conduct from future overseas bases, PLA research articles from the past few years describe overseas bases as sites for prepositioning resources and supporting at-sea replenishment operations, which, in turn, enable combat missions, such as contesting control over key SLOCs. Existing publications likely reflect early-stage research into how overseas bases might be used in wartime, and PLA considerations for potential wartime missions might evolve as it gains access to facilities beyond Djibouti.

**Prepositioning Resources, At-Sea Replenishment, and Power Projection**

PLA researchers frequently write about the utility of overseas bases for prepositioning fuel, ammunition, and other resources that a military might want forward-deployed in a war. The articles reflect a broader interest in transitioning from a peacetime focus to wartime preparations. Researchers describe challenges with stockpiling ammunition, fuel, and equipment consumed in high volumes during war, for example, and further describe the necessity of supporting large naval strike formations and establishing a broad logistics network with forward bases to accelerate PLA response in wartime. Prepositioning would also mitigate long lead times for deliveries of military equipment from China; these deliveries reportedly have production cycles of

PLA research articles from the past few years describe overseas bases as sites for prepositioning resources and supporting at-sea replenishment operations, which, in turn, enable combat missions, such as contesting control over key SLOCs.
two to six months even before the additional, often significant transit times over great distances.\textsuperscript{55}

One particularly sensitive issue for some PLA researchers is the need to preposition oil stocks at overseas bases. PLA expeditionary operations depend on commercial oil sources, which PLA researchers assess are functional in peacetime but expose PRC forces to significant risk in a war, given perceived U.S. capabilities to financially interfere with PRC energy trade.\textsuperscript{56} Researchers also note that without prepositioned oil stocks at a base, a crisis or war threatening the CCP’s overseas interests could force CCP officials to issue a temporary wartime mobilization order—which has steep economic costs—to access commercial oil supplies and conduct operations in the region.\textsuperscript{57}

In addition to advocating prepositioned fuel and munitions stockpiles at overseas bases, PLA researchers emphasize the need for long-range delivery (power projection), including airlift and sealift, and at-sea replenishment capabilities to sustain combat operations away from such bases.\textsuperscript{58} Similarly, some PLA researchers have supported constructing base-level overseas maritime support facilities and at-sea replenishment fleets to operate from such bases.\textsuperscript{59}

**Protection of Sea Lines of Communication**

Overseas bases with prepositioned resources and underway replenishment capabilities would enable PLA Navy forces to seize or contest control over key SLOCs in wartime. Given the PLA’s limited expeditionary combat and sustainment forces, SLOC protection will likely be the primary kinetic mission for PLA overseas bases through at least 2030. To accomplish this, the PLA would need to be able to station significant naval forces at locations near key chokepoints, which would require a substantial increase in larger naval and air expeditionary force capability, logistics capabilities, and places from which to deploy. While at least one PLA researcher in 2013 identified such a large expeditionary force as vital to secure China’s overseas interests, this view is sparsely represented—or rarely addressed—in PLA academic literature, including more recent publications reviewed for this report.\textsuperscript{60}

PLA textbooks have long expressed anxiety over the PRC’s relative dearth of capabilities with which to control key SLOCs and deep concern about a potential U.S. blockade. In 2003, former leader Hu Jintao reportedly warned about the Malacca Dilemma; specifically, China’s reliance on imported oil flowing through the Strait of Malacca, which was at risk of closure by a U.S. military blockade in
the event of a U.S.-China conflict. The 2013 AMS *Science of Military Strategy* addresses this risk:

> the United States and other major powers control the world’s primary strategic lines of communication, posing great security risks to China’s overseas transit. [ . . . ] These SLOCs have become the “lifelines” of our socioeconomic development, and although in overall terms they are kept unimpeded they are nonetheless not owned by us, nor are they controlled by us. Once a crisis or war at sea occurs, our sea transport has the possibility to be cut off.

The 2020 NDU *Science of Military Strategy* goes further, claiming “hegemonic countries are exercising control over important SLOCs that are vital to China for the strategic purpose of encircling and containing China.” Leading Chinese maritime experts, such as Hu Bo, argue that, in addition to having the capability to interdict Chinese seaborne imports, the U.S. Navy already demonstrated the inclination to do so during the 1993 *Yinhe* incident, thus constituting an acute threat to PRC security. Despite two decades of PRC efforts to reduce this strategic risk, the proportion of China’s imported oil passing through the Malacca Strait has fallen only moderately and, as of 2023, is at 62 percent.

Several PLA researchers highlight the ability to secure shipping lanes as a leading mission enabled by overseas bases. One group of PLA researchers explicitly links the logistics network underpinning SLOC protection operations as conducive for “effectively shaping the situation and for managing and controlling crisis.” This phrase mirrors language inserted in the 2020 edition of the PLA NDU’s *Science of Military Strategy* as part of a broader trend of greater confidence, higher risk tolerance, and a more proactive approach in conducting operations.

In the immediate term, PLA planners almost certainly focus on potential operations to secure Chinese shipping from the Middle East. In 2014, PLA Naval Research Institute researchers called the SLOC that runs south from China’s coast through the Malacca Strait and west to the Middle East China’s “distant ocean lifeline.” The distant ocean lifeline is just one of many SLOCs that the PLA Navy aspires to control in the future, however, and these researchers additionally recommended establishing “strategic infrastructure” that would be able to assert sea power in oceans around the world. The PLA Navy is developing low-end, largely constabulary SLOC protection capabilities through ongoing counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden; this is a near-term opportunity for the PLA Navy to develop expeditionary capabilities and additionally serves to establish China as a security partner to countries in Africa.
The PLA’s focus on overseas SLOC protection missions very likely includes higher-end conflicts. In the event that the United States imposes a distant blockade on China, CCP leaders may order overseas PLA forces to contest that blockade. The United States should not assume that it can implement a distant blockade unopposed. Overseas PLA forces could either attempt to lift a U.S. blockade by disputing or denying control of the sea or, alternatively, by breaking through the blockading line in a more targeted manner. Lifting a U.S. blockade typically requires substantial counter-containment operations that impose significant losses on the blockading force. At minimum, this effort would require extending and maintaining a sea denial envelope over the blockaded SLOCs, for example, with shore-based antiship missiles. Higher-end operations could include disputing sea control through confrontations with the blockading fleet with naval and air sorties. These operations are complex and would very likely remain a challenge for PLA forces through at least 2030. Running the blockade would instead merely require the overseas PLA forces to escort Chinese shipping and deter—or counter, if necessary—U.S. attacks, on a case-by-case basis while Chinese shipping convoys attempt to pass through the U.S. blockade. More likely, the PLA would use only small pockets of concentrated force to run a blockade. Through at least 2030, the PLA will likely still be constrained by hard limits in overseas forces and overseas locations from which to operate, as well as by a lack of a robust overseas logistics system to sustain operations to contest a blockade. Moreover, the practical challenges for the United States in actually implementing a full blockade means that the United States might opt for a partial or administrative blockade anyway.

This potential use of force for SLOC protection fits with publicly available PLA writings on the use of force abroad, but it also suggests a cautious PLA approach. A 2019 China Military Science article about the use of force abroad in Xi Jinping’s “new era” specifically says that for “protecting transportation and escorting” 保交护航, China should “focus on expulsion, use force with caution, and use arrest with caution.” The authors recommend that the “proper use of weapons is mainly for warning shots. When it is absolutely necessary to use weapons, non-lethal weapons should be used first.” While the article is nominally focused on counterpiracy, its reference to “complex situations” suggest they may also be implicitly considering wartime. This aligns with the 2020 edition of PLA NDU’s Science of Military Strategy, which states that “the use of
force must be strictly limited to avoid the outbreak of serious conflicts.” While neither of these texts deal specifically with the role of overseas bases in wartime, they suggest the PLA is not yet looking for opportunities to use its presence abroad for high-intensity offensive military operations.

**Missing Missions**

It is important to note what potential PLA missions were not discussed in our review of open-source PLA writings. We did not find any specific, explicit writings about conducting offensive, kinetic operations from the bases themselves—for example, deploying PLA Rocket Force ballistic missiles to Djibouti to conduct launches. This gap in the literature may arise from the PLA’s recognition of the political challenge of gaining host country support for basing offensive fires abroad, though as we detail later, PLA recognition on this point appears limited. Another explanation could be that the CCP and PLA leadership have concerns about basing “strategic” conventional capabilities outside China and thus further away from CCP control.

There are other potential PLA missions that we did not find mentioned in our review of PLA literature. First, we found no reference to using overseas bases for conducting offensive cyber attacks, likely because the PLA has sufficient cyber capabilities and access at home in China, although close access cyber operations could benefit from overseas bases. Second, we did not find any references to leveraging the bases for enabling combat search and rescue, which would support saving troops operating abroad. This may be due to a lack of care for troops’ general welfare or because the PLA has not yet grappled with the second-order requirements for kinetic operations abroad. We also did not see any references to leveraging unmanned systems, especially unmanned combat aerial vehicles, for operations from overseas bases, despite the fact that China has at least considered deploying them to kill a wanted Burmese warlord hiding inside Myanmar in 2012.77

A key point is that the absence of evidence of PLA planning to use its bases to support offensive operations in wartime does not definitely provide evidence of an absence of PRC intent. The closest we could find were three PLA articles that suggest that the authors hope PLA overseas basing will provide some amount of deterrence against attacks or challenges to Chinese interests, although the arguments are not well explained.78 One article authored by several AMS researchers argues that constructing and conducting regular operations from overseas bases serves
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Another article written by two graduate students at the PLA Navy Engineering University in 2020 is more explicit, stating,

A powerful overseas joint combat force can not only greatly deter opponents, but also strike those who would potentially destroy our national interests, thereby obtaining necessary strategic advantages and security guarantees.80

According to the authors, these guarantees are secured by aligning overseas bases to a military’s main strategic direction, enabling the rapid deployment of joint forces to secure strategic key points across great distances.81 The article appears at odds with NDU’s 2020 Science of Military Strategy, which introduces the concept of “strategically important areas” [战略重点地区]—where the PLA Navy is likely to focus its far-seas operations—as a distinct concept from the PLA’s main strategic direction, which indicates the greatest potential threat of war.82 Contrary to the quoted article’s argument, the 2020 Science of Military Strategy appears to cleanly break PLA overseas or far-seas operations from solely supporting an imperative of local (limited) war, such as over Taiwan.83 It is possible, but far from clear that there was some amount of debate within the PLA at that time about whether a tension exists between pursuing overseas basing and preparing for forceful unification with Taiwan. How the PLA discusses the alignment between overseas basing and its main strategic direction will remain something to monitor in the future, but thus far no consensus within the PLA is apparent.

While we did not find explicit discussions of intelligence-collection as a mission for PLA overseas basing in wartime in the literature, Chinese military scholarship has noted U.S. overseas bases’ utility for intelligence collection.84 DoD also has highlighted concerns that overseas PLA facilities could enable intelligence-monitoring of U.S. military activities.85 Intelligence-collection would be a passive, nonpublic activity that PLA bases could conduct in support of PLA broader situational awareness for understanding U.S. force flows in a conflict. The utility of bases for this mission would again be highly dependent on such bases’ locations, and, to some extent, the capabilities located there. The PLA might develop some overseas facilities expressly for this purpose, as it arguably has already done in Argentina and elsewhere for space situational awareness.86

PLA Acknowledged Challenges to Establishing a Combat-Credible Overseas Basing Network

PLA researchers are keenly aware of important shortcomings in the PLA’s efforts to establish a foreign basing network. The shortcomings cover a wide variety of functional
areas—including command structure, civilian engagement, and host country reliability—that the PLA remains unlikely to resolve in the near term.

Lack of Overseas Command Structures

Among the most prominent deficiencies that PLA researchers identify is the need for overseas command structures. This includes two major components: a centralized logistics command to coordinate operations supplying overseas bases and an overseas joint command system to direct overseas operations. Chen Rongdi, head of the AMS Institute of War Studies and the expert who briefed the CCP Politburo at its 22nd group study session in 2020, has published on the PLA’s need to “make up for weaknesses in joint command of overseas rights protection.” PLA researchers describe current overseas command structures as piecemeal and uncoordinated. As of this writing, overseas operations, such as the PLA Navy’s antipiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden, appear to be under the command of individual service headquarters, not a joint command structure.

Risk of Adversary Attacks and Weak Defenses

AMS researchers have identified three general categories of threats to overseas bases: terrorist attacks; damage inflicted by an enemy during war; and damage from the host country’s natural environment, including natural disasters. Between 2018 and 2022, AMS researchers published repeatedly on overseas base hardening and resilience, suggesting that the PLA has sustained, high-level interest in operating from overseas bases despite damage from natural disasters or enemy attacks. While none of the PLA research we reviewed specifically listed the United States as a threat, the most likely nonterrorist kinetic threat against Chinese overseas basing about which the PLA would be worried is a U.S. military attack during a potential future U.S.-China conflict. However, it is unclear whether this PLA concern is that the United States would initiate preemptive attacks on Chinese overseas bases or that it would retaliate against Chinese first strikes.

Facing these natural and manmade threats, PLA researchers argue that existing physical protections are insufficient. These researchers assessed that existing Chinese base-building and hardening techniques, which developed from constructing domestic bases in China, are overly dependent on China’s geological features; locally plentiful resources, such as concrete and steel; and sweeping government permissions to harden structures by building deeper underground. According to the AMS researchers, the PLA cannot rely on any of these factors for building overseas bases and must find other means to secure those bases. The researchers focus on means, such as additional base hardening and redundancies, to ensure the continuation of operations, and they recommend experimenting with new approaches, such as a defense-in-depth policy to secure bases. Notably, AMS researchers discussing overseas bases’ vulnerability do not discuss potentially mitigating identified weaknesses through political agreements from host countries that might be able to facilitate access to resources or underground construction.

The PLA also lacks standardization policies, such as those for inspecting overseas base security or equipment maintenance. PLA researchers appear to consider this challenge significant enough to require the support of still-
emerging new protective materials and structures and a wholly new approach to equipment maintenance support operations that entails new policies for military-civil integration, communications processes, and technical specifications for equipment use and maintenance.94

Inadequate Military-Civil Fusion

A third major shortcoming that PLA researchers identify involves the inefficient use of civilian assets in place of military assets and the lack of civilian capabilities in supporting roles. Recent articles on establishing foreign, especially overseas, bases describe a need for more civil air transport capacity to reach distant theaters, better policies for civilian cooperation on equipment maintenance, and standard procedures to facilitate easier military access to local civilian resources.95 Regardless, civilian assets likely will continue to play a significant role as the PLA’s expeditionary force evolves.

PLA researchers writing on wartime operations from overseas bases collectively appear to envision a well-functioning national defense mobilization system characterized by designated and centrally coordinated civilian assets that support wartime operations, led by military forces.96 While these discussions are limited in the literature, how the PLA uses civilian assets to support its regional facilities in the South China Sea likely will inform the policy and processes for doing the same at overseas bases. For example, literature published in the past decade discusses the need for maritime militia and other civilian vessels to preposition assets in the East China Sea and the South China Sea.97 Similarly, some PLA researchers appear to converge on an integrated base-and-locality [军地一体] model to provide comprehensive support for overseas logistics in a time of war.98 These researchers broadly consider this an aspirational vision because of inadequate military-civil fusion.99

Some PLA researchers, however, note the limits of relying on civilian support during wartime. For example, some PLA researchers have been critical of the PLA’s reliance on commercial ports or local merchant vessels for prepositioning oil stocks or conducting underway replenishment; according to the researchers, civilian supplies and services have limited capacity to support expeditionary operations and cannot sustain crisis response.100 Instead, these researchers argue that these functions are better secured in contested environments using formal overseas bases and naval replenishment ships.

Political Stability of Host Country Governments

A fourth significant obstacle that PLA researchers highlight is the uncertain political reliability of countries that would host prospective overseas PLA bases. Researchers highlight complex political environments, such as in Djibouti, and the potential for sudden changes in political leadership as major risks to base development and access in the event of a war.101 This is likely to be a particularly germane problem for the PLA; recent RAND Corporation research found heightened indicators of instability in all of the countries likely to be both desirable and feasible as hosts for overseas PLA bases.102 Overseas bases in unstable countries carry elevated risks that the host country could entrap a foreign military in local conflicts or risk losing base access.103
Host Country Reliability for Chinese Military Access and Operations

While PLA researchers do not directly criticize the PRC’s partnerships with foreign countries as inadequate for overseas basing, some researchers have emphasized the political challenges of these basing agreements. One group of researchers note, for example, that any use of overseas bases will have “strong political overtones and require robust political sensitivity,” requiring robust interdepartmental coordination to resolve what is certain to be many extremely complicated incidents. Some of these concerns might regard diplomatic pressure on the host country from third countries; other PLA researchers recommend the use of the integrated military-civil logistics model to obfuscate PLA expeditionary intentions, noting that ostensibly civilian activities will “reduce the international political impact of military forces going global” and “reduce attention from major strategic adversaries.” Other PLA researchers have also noted the need for more research on bilateral and multilateral agreements relevant to overseas military operations to establish approval authorities and procedures for the use of force. Other recent analyses of PLA research on overseas basing have similarly found either limited recognition that host countries can limit PLA access in wartime or only initial research into securing host country permission for wartime access to overseas PLA bases.

Prior RAND analysis has found that U.S. military access to its overseas bases was easier for noncontroversial operations, such as HA/DR, but became particularly fraught when access was requested to conduct combat operations. There is no reason to expect that China will not face similar challenges, and at least two China Military Science articles have cited this RAND research to address some of these issues.

Uncertain Operating Environments, Medical Care, and Personnel Quality

PLA researchers and broader PLA media appear concerned about PLA troops’ ability to operate effectively overseas, particularly in the face of emergency or conflict. Several researchers from the PLA Army Military Transportation University highlighted the “uncertainty and randomness” of overseas operating environments, which may present challenges of oppressive temperatures, high humidity, infectious diseases, and piracy. Others noted the “extremely complex external environment with unforeseen difficulties far greater than those at home.” These

PLA researchers and broader PLA media appear concerned about PLA troops’ ability to operate effectively overseas, particularly in the face of emergency or conflict.
researchers highlight the need for adaptability and the ability to respond to emergency situations when operating overseas, recommending that the PLA calls on more-experienced personnel for conducting overseas logistics operations. Yet discussions in PLA media regularly describe PLA troops as paralyzed by indecision, including in the face of uncertainty. In a rare real-world test, PLA troops on a United Nations peacekeeping mission in South Sudan came under attack in July 2016 and reportedly suffered from a fear of combat.

PLA researchers almost certainly weigh the potential of combat as part of the uncertain overseas operating environment. Likely anticipating these challenges, the PLA has sent its medical noncommissioned officer teams to conduct an overseas medical service exercise. Another set of researchers in an Eastern Theater Command PLA Navy hospital specifically addressed PLA medical challenges in wartime. They similarly highlighted fragile medical supply chains overseas, particularly for emergency materials, such as blood, and that these supply chains will be further strained or cut in wartime.

Indications and Warnings for Potential Changing Threat

The PLA is unlikely to resolve these self-assessed limitations and pose a meaningful threat to U.S. interests from its overseas forces in the immediate term. Threat must have both intent and capability. Regarding intent, we assume, for this analysis, that the CCP and PLA’s top planning and force deployment priority, known as the **main strategic direction**, remains unification with Taiwan. As long as Taiwan is still not unified, the PLA is highly likely to prioritize these missions and capabilities over those in Africa, Europe, or elsewhere, limiting its willingness and ability to deploy larger-scale forces further afield. Regarding capability, a recent RAND report assessed that the PLA is unlikely to develop the power projection capabilities needed to sustain and protect its overseas bases—prerequisites to realizing its potential in combat—within the next two decades.

There will always be the possibility that the Chinese leadership will order available overseas PLA forces, regardless of how ill-prepared, to conduct preemptive operations against U.S. forces or interests. Under the PLA’s concept of *active defense*, PLA planning for countering U.S. intervention in a Taiwan scenario includes what foreign defense planners would describe as preemptive attacks, including
on U.S. bases in Asia. However, without the ability to protect its bases from U.S. counteroffensives, a PLA overseas basing network would offer little utility for significant offensive operations at enormous cost during a war.

While the PLA discourse that we review does not suggest that PRC overseas basing will pose a substantial kinetic threat to U.S. forces or interests within the next ten years, there are several indications and warnings from PRC overseas deployments and PLA writings that DoD could monitor for potential insights into changing Chinese threat profiles to U.S. forces and interests. One of the most visible categories of indicators will be PLA overseas deployments of troops and equipment. PLA permanent or long-term rotational deployments of expeditionary capabilities with self-defense capabilities, such as the PLA Navy’s Type 055 Renhai cruiser or Type 052D Luyang III destroyer would suggest a desire for at least the option of wartime operations; these deployments would be especially notable if the deployments were sizable enough to potentially defend against adversary reprisals. Another indicator would be deploying more PLA Navy Marine Corps brigades, which could support expeditionary operations and offer the PLA more threat vectors from which to target U.S. bases or other interests. Similarly, deploying Chinese air and missile defense assets to foreign bases would increase a base’s ability to support wartime missions.

Another notable category of leading indicators might be emerging trends in PLA academic discourse. In the same way that trends in Chinese academic discourse reveal PLA thinking on the challenges associated with operating from overseas bases in war, new trends could reveal leading issues that the PLA believes it needs to resolve to improve the security of overseas bases. For example, the PLA’s political work system may explore the nuances of host country political access—would countries let China fight from their territory? Second, the PLA legal community may explore the justifications for international or foreign host country law to conduct self-defense against enemy attacks, or more-permissive status of forces agreements. Third, the PLA medical community might explore how to cope with battlefield casualties in distant conflicts, which could suggest that the PLA is planning for kinetic engagements with adversaries abroad.

**Conclusion**

This preliminary survey of PLA research on overseas bases finds a lack of PLA consensus on wartime missions. The literature suggests that the PLA envisions overseas bases as useful for conducting overseas SLOC protection, but PLA researchers appear skeptical of such bases’ utility for high-end combat operations against the United States. The identified research efforts and focus on hardened military bases suggest that PLA planners are preparing for distant conflicts or distant operations, potentially against the United States, that cannot be sustained by commercial investments in foreign ports and dual-use logistics facilities. We find no explicit evidence of PLA planning to use overseas basing to launch preemptive attacks or other offensive operations.

While the PLA’s interest in developing overseas bases remains an issue to monitor in the near term, it is unlikely to manifest into a significant wartime threat to U.S. operations through at least 2030. Still, a network of overseas bases could pose indirect security challenges to the United States by complicating U.S. defense planning in the highly insecure and conflict-prone countries that are most likely
to grant the PRC access to or permission to build large-scale permanent bases.127

Despite the PLA’s apparent ambitions to sustain expeditionary operations from overseas bases, its self-assessed capabilities remain far from being able to realize these operations. Significant work in policy-setting, military-civil integration, and actual establishment of overseas bases remains before the PLA will be able to sustain significant wartime operations from its overseas bases.
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